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otter devon mammal group - otters at colyford common photo from ian mclean common names european otter eurasian
river otter common otter old world otter scientific name and classification, dugong mammal britannica com - dugong
dugong dugong dugon a marine mammal inhabiting the warm coastal waters of the indian and pacific oceans that feeds on
seagrasses and is similar to the american manatee australia harbours the largest populations but dugongs also occur along
the western coast of madagascar the eastern coast of, moose habitat size weight diet facts britannica com - moose
moose the largest member of the deer family cervidae moose are striking in appearance because of their towering size long
legs pendulous muzzle and the immense wide flat antlers of old bulls learn more about moose habitat range size and diet in
this article, giant armadillo videos photos and facts priodontes - the giant armadillo is protected by law in colombia
guyana brazil argentina paraguay suriname and peru and international trade is banned by its listing on appendix i of the
convention on international trade in endangered species cites however hunting for food and sale in the black market
continues to occur throughout its entire range some populations occur within protected reserves, western bat species
wbwg - eumops perotis a member of the family molossidae has a disjunct distribution with two subspecies confined to south
america the subspecies that occurs in north america e p californicus ranges from central mexico across the southwestern
united states parts of california southern nevada arizona southern new mexico and western texas, seal facts for kids seal
diet habitat animals time - learn some of the most useful seal facts for kids including seal diet habitat reproduction and its
physical behavior the seal is a fin footed mammal that is commonly referred to as pinnipeds these animals are the diverse
group of marine mammals that are considered to be semiaquatic species befalling under the family of odobenidae, woa
impacts and carrying capacity - the one process ongoing that will take millions of years to correct is the loss of genetic
and species diversity by the destruction of natural habitats
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